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RENO TOWN MALL: WHOLE LOT OF MOVING AND SHAKING GOING ON

(RENO, NV) The Reno Town Mall, once known as the Old Town Mall to long-time Renoites,
has many dramatic developments taking place over the next couple of months. America Matters
Media is moving its radio studio and media operations to a glass enclosed showcase at the front
of the mall. This space will be combined with the Silver State Coffee Company & Deli to create
a large, centrally located community town hall where you can come and chat over a cup of
coffee, host seminars and lunch meetings, or discuss the issues of the day.
Another exciting announcement is that Virginia City mining magnate Hugh Roy Marshall is
relocating the historic Marshall Mint, along with his wife Cynthia’s beautiful antique and estate
jewelry store, right to the front entrance of the Reno Town Mall! This also includes a museum
which will bring the incredible legacy of the Comstock Lode right to our front door. This will
assist all of the existing merchants by bringing lots of tourists and buyers throughout the entire
mall.
The western annex strip center on the Peckham Road side is also currently under construction,
including a planned food court with patio area, and will be finished along with the mall
improvements by the end of November, and we’ve been told Santa is right on schedule, so
everything will be ready in time for the holidays!
The mall also has two new retail concepts planned for early 2017 which will also add additional
foot traffic. All of the merchants we have spoken with are very proud of what Rob Rothe’s
family and mall manager Eilish Boisvert are planning to boost our various businesses, and feel
they should be thanked for really thinking out of the box.
For more information regarding America Matters Media and our radio shows, the Reno Town
Mall and its merchants, or our "Community Town Hall @ Reno Town Mall” concept please call
Eddie Floyd at 775-384-4444.
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